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MID-MANHATTAN LIBRARY 

EVENTS 
MARK YOUR CALENDAR 

  APRIL 2013 
 

1st  MONDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:  Author @ the Library presents:   
"The Architecture of Warren & Wetmore," 
 with Anne Walker, an architectural historian. 
This illustrated lecture features one of the most 
successful and prolific architectural practices in 
America during the first three decades of the 
twentieth century, producing over three hundred 
major projects, including the celebrated Grand 
Central Terminal (designed in association with Reed 
& Stem). 

2nd  TUESDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:  Author @ the Library presents:   
"Gifts of Crows: How Perception, Emotion 

and Thought Allow Smart Birds to Behave 

Like Humans," with John Marzluff,  
Professor of Wildlife Science at the  
University of Washington.  
New research finds that crows are among the 
brightest animals in the world.  This illustrated talk 
explores and marvels at the birds’ behavior: they 
play, take risks, reward people who help (or feed) 
them, use cars as nutcrackers, seek revenge on 
harassing animals, and dream—all things we 
humans might find strangely familiar.  

3rd WEDNESDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Slide Lecture:  MoMA @ the Library 
presents:  "The Provocative Fin de Siecle," 
with Larissa Bailiff, (PhD, ABD, Institute of 
Fine Arts, New York University) and a 
specialist in 19th-century French art and 
social history. 
The fin-de-siècle period in Europe gave rise to an 
avant-garde production that led to the birth of 
modernism.  Explore radical painting, drawing, and 
sculpture by artists such as Paul Gauguin,  
Auguste Rodin, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec,  
Aubrey Beardsley, Gustav Klimt, Egon Schiele,  
and Pablo Picasso. 
 

 
 

   

 

 

 

10th  WEDNESDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:  Author @ the Library 
presents:  "Sasha and Emma: The Anarchist 

Odyssey of Alexander Berkman and Emma 

Goldman," with Karen Avrich, a writer and 
editor in New York. 
This illustrated lecture examines the possibilities 
and perils of political faith and protest, through a 
pair who both terrified and dazzled the world.  
Paul Avrich, a leading historian of anarchism, 
collected stories about Alexander Berkman and 
Emma Goldman for decades. When he died in 
2006, he left his unfinished manuscript on the pair 
in the hands of his daughter, Karen Avrich.  She 
offers an unprecedented glimpse into their 
intertwined lives, the lasting influence of the 
anarchist movement they shaped, and their 
unyielding commitment to equality and justice. 

11th  THURSDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:   Author @ the Library 
presents:  "How to Be Secular: A Call to 

Arms for Religious Freedom," with  
Jacques Berlinerblau, Ph.D., associate 
professor and Director of the Program for 
Jewish Civilization at the Edmund A. Walsh 
School of Foreign Service at Georgetown 
University.  
The author argues for a return to America's hard-
won secular tradition; the best way to protect 
religious diversity and freedom lies in keeping an 
eye on the encroachment of each into the other.  
He passionately defends the virtues of secularism, 
reminds us what it is and what it can protect, and 
urges us to mobilize around its cause, which is for 
all Americans to continue to enjoy freedom for--
and from--religion. 
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4th  THURSDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:  Author @ the Library 
presents:  "The Real Toscanini: Musicians 

Reveal the Maestro," with Cesare Civetta, 
the music director of the Beethoven Festival 
Orchestra in New York City. 
This multi-media presentation is an intriguing 
collection of vivid, one-of-a-kind interviews with 
artists, who performed with the celebrated 
conductor Arturo Toscanini, who raised the 
standards of orchestral and operatic performance 
over an astonishing 69 years on the podium.  A 
portrait of the inner workings of the maestro 
emerges through these extensive conversations, 
conducted by the author over a period of 20 years, 
together with other firsthand recollections.  These 
accounts clarify Toscanini's philosophy, musical 
style, and techniques. 

8th  MONDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:  Author @ the Library 
presents:  "Be Good: How to Navigate the 

Ethics of Everything," with Randy Cohen, 
The New York Times Magazine's original 
"Ethicist." 
This amusing and engaging illustrated lecture, 
that delivers answers to life's most challenging 
dilemmas—timeless and contemporary alike, 
challenges the audience to think about how they 
would (or should) respond when faced with 
everyday moral challenges, from sex and love 
to religion, technology, and much more.  It is  
certain to ignite brain cells and spark healthy 
debate. 

9th  TUESDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:  Author @ the Library 
presents:  "The Color Revolution," with 
Regina Lee Blaszczyk, PhD., Professor of 
History and Chair in the History of Business 
and Society at the University of Leeds in the 
United Kingdom. 
This visual talk traces the relationship of color and 
commerce, from haute couture to automobile 
showrooms to interior design, describing the often 
unrecognized role of the color profession in 
consumer culture.  The author examines the 
evolution of the color profession from 1850 to 
1970, telling the stories of innovators who 
managed the color cornucopia that modern 
artificial dyes and pigments made possible.    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18th  THURSDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Slide Lecture:  "The Art of Fooling," 
with Allan Zola Kronzek, an author, 
educator, and magician. 
People love magic, but few know its amazing 
history, or how past societies regarded the art. 
This lively and informative presentation 
combines live performance, audience 
participation, paintings, photographs and 
theatrical posters to bring to life 
The Art of Fooling through the ages. 

22nd  MONDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:  Authors @ the Library  
present:  "Where Are We Going?" with 
Miriam Finder Tasini, M.D., a practicing 
psychoanalyst, professor of psychiatry 
at the UCLA School of Medicine and a  
training and supervising psychoanalyst at 
L.A.’s  New Center for Psychoanalysis. 
This visual presentation is the inspiring true  
story of a courageous Jewish family’s escape  
from the Nazis and survival against all odds. 
The author graphically recounts how she and  
her family narrowly escaped from Krakow, 
Poland, in 1939, just ahead of the advancing  
Nazi invaders, when the author was only three 
years old. 

23rd  TUESDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 

Author Visit:  Author @ the Library 
presents:  "EcoMind: Changing the Way  

We Think, to Create the World We Want," 
with Frances Moore Lappe, author and  
global food and democracy activist. 
A giant of the environmental movement— 
confronts accepted wisdom of  
environmentalism.  Drawing on the latest 
research from anthropology to neuroscience  
and her own field experience, she argues  
that the biggest challenge to human survival 
isn’t our fossil fuel dependency, melting  
glaciers, or other calamities.  Rather, it’s our 
faulty way of thinking about these  
environmental crises that robs us of power. 

24th  WEDNESDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Slide Lecture:  "What a Difference a  
Frame Makes- Framing Paintings for the 
White House and other Public  
Collections," with Suzanne Smeaton,  
Gallery Director, Eli Wilner & Company.    
This illustrated lecture will explore many of the 
projects the Eli Wilner & Company has worked  
on in framing and re-framing American 
masterpieces for the Smithsonian American  
Art Museum, The Metropolitan Museum of Art  
and The White House.  See how a beautiful  
painting can blossom like a rose when  
appropriately and sensitively framed. 
 

 

 

13th  SATURDAY AT 2:30 P.M. 
Slide Lecture:  "The Lands Beyond: 
Cartography in Fantasy Literature," with 
Victoria Johnson, a GIS (Geographic 
Information Science) analyst, cartographer 
and journalist. 
The focus of this illustrated lecture is the maps 
in fantasy literature as compared to conventions 
of real-world cartography.  The presenter will 
explore fantasy literature's fascination with 
cartography and expand to include fan creations, 
representation in film, and other ways that maps 
have crept into fantasy media. 
This event is co-sponsored by the New York Map 
Society. 

15th  MONDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:  Author @ the Library 
presents:  "Escape from North Korea:  

The Untold Story of Asia's Underground 

Railroad," with Melanie Kirkpatrick,  
a Senior Fellow at Hudson Institute. 
This visual presentation explores the  
experiences of North Koreans, who have fled  
the country and their travel along a secret route 
known as the new underground railroad. 

16th  TUESDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Slide Lecture:   "The Sexuality Spectrum," 
with Laura Kruger, curator of the Hebrew 
Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion 
Museum in New York and a specialist in 
contemporary fine art. 
A visual presentation on the exhibition, “The 
Sexuality Spectrum,” at Hebrew Union College—
Jewish Institute of Religion, offers a  
groundbreaking exploration of sexual  
orientation, including the LGBTQI arc and 
heterosexuality, through the creativity of more 

than fifty international contemporary artists. 

17th  WEDNESDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Panel Discussion:  "Tweeting and Eating: 
How Social Media has Changed the Way We 
Eat," with Siobhan Wallace a.k.a. Blondie 
and Alexandra Penfold a.k.a. Brownie, co-
authors of "New York à la Cart: Recipes and 
Stories from the Big Apple's Best Food 
Trucks," and    Thomas DeGeest, owner and 
founder of Wafels & Dinges Belgian Waffle 
truck, Ed Levine, founder of SeriousEats.com, 
Chef Adam Sobel, owner and founder of  
The Cinnamon Snail Vegan Truck, and  
Melissa Zhang, Ruskin International 
Communications Senior Account Executive. 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Yelp...never before 
has it been easier to hunt down delicious food and 
share your own discoveries.  This panel discussion 
hosted by co-authors of “New York à la Cart: 
Recipes and Stories from the Big Apple's Best 
Food Trucks” explores the intersection of food and 
social media, the rise of online food communities 
and the explosion of New York's food truck scene. 

 

25th  THURSDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:  Author @ the Library presents:   
"Guastavino Vaulting: The Art of Structural  
Tile," with John A Ochsendorf, Associate  
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
and Architecture at The Massachusetts Institute  
of Technology....    
This illustrated lecture draws attention to an  
innovative builder and visionary architect whose work 
still attracts the eye of visitors to vaulted ceilings,  
which are considered structural and aesthetic marvels.  
The author features archival images, drawings, and 
beautiful new color photography showcasing the most 
incredible Guastavino vaulted spaces.  He traces the 
development of the remarkable construction  
technology from its Mediterranean roots to its  
highest achievements in the United States.  The  
Rafael Guastavino family, a father and son team of 
Spanish immigrants, oversaw the construction of 
thousands of spectacular thin-tile vaults across the 
United States between the 1880s and the 1950s.   
These versatile, strong, and fireproof vaults were  
built by Guastavino in more than two hundred major 
buildings in Manhattan, and in hundreds more across 
the country, including Grand Central Terminal,  
Carnegie Hall, the Biltmore Estate, the Cathedral of  
St. John the Divine, the Registry Hall at Ellis Island,  
and many major university buildings. 

29th   MONDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Author Visit:  Author @ the Library presents: 
"The Good Girls Revolt: How the Women of 

Newsweek Sued their Bosses and Changed the 

Workplace," with Lynn Povich, award-winning 
journalist and the first female  
senior editor at Newsweek magazine. 
The author recounts her involvement, with forty-six  
of her female colleagues, in a class action lawsuit 
against Newsweek for hiring and promotion 
discrimination on March 16, 1970.  She recalls the 
lead-up and execution of the lawsuit, filed the same 
day the magazine ran a cover-story on the women's 
movement, and the affect the lawsuit had on the  
litigants and future female journalists.  

30th  TUESDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
Panel Discussion:  "Mysterious Characters," 
with moderator, Catherine Maiorisi, and 
panelists, Lyndsay Faye, Sharon Linnea,  
Julia Pomeroy and Cornelia Reade of Mystery 
Writers of America -- New York Chapter. 
What is it that really draws you into a book and  
doesn’t let go until the end?  Is it plot, the setting,  
or the writing itself?  For most readers, it’s the  
characters.  Some of us look for characters we can 
identify with, others for heroes.  But the most  
memorable characters are both everyman and hero, 
specific and universal.  Join our panelists as they talk 
about a reluctant NYPD policeman working the  
notorious Five Points slum in 1845, a fierce down- 
on-her luck WASP desperately trying to hold her  
family together, a widowed Army chaplain who  
becomes the lynchpin in an archaeological hunt,  
and a once famous actress suddenly forced to face  
her past. 
 

 


